Maintenance instructions
LVT Floors

Maintenance Manual
General
A Therdex floor is standard equipped with a hard, mat PU layer. This ensures long and low-maintenance user pleasure.
Some tips for cleaning in the short and longer term: Begin 48 hours after installing the floor with cleaning, so that all solvents of
the glue have disappeared.
Scratching
As mentioned, the Therdex floor has a hard PU layer. This is a protective layer for the floor. To prevent scratches we advise you to
provide all the legs of tables and chairs with felt.
Cleaning
Cleaning your Therdex PVC floor is limited to vacuuming and mopping the floor.
1.

Vacuum the floor to remove all loose dirt.

2.

Clean the floor with a two-bucket mopping system, a bucket with mop water and a bucket with clean water to

		

rinse your mop in the meantime. Add to the mop water James Vinyl & PVC cleaner Clean & Fast dry. This product

		

cleans the mat PU layer of the PVC floor without affecting the appearance of your floor. There is also no layer

		

structure. Do not leave puddles of water on the floor, but wipe them up as quickly as possible.

Long-term maintenance
In the embossing (grooves) of the floor, dirt will eventually accumulate this is quite normal. Do you want your floor periodically
clean thoroughly? You can easily do this with James Basic Cleaner. Over time and depending on it use the PU protective layer
maintenance, for example, to eliminate scratches and streaks and the degree of gloss to equalize. The easiest way to do this is
to use James Vinyl & PVC cleaner Protect & Restore for your mopping daily. The floor is then, in one pass, taken care of by a thin
protective and repair layer on your floor remains. You can also decide to apply an extra layer of protection to the floor, which
scratches and stripes immediately works away. James Extra Mat is a suitable product for this and keeps your Therdex floor mat.
Stain removal
For safe removal of stains (e.g. glue, paint, nail polish or shoe stripes) you can use James Use remover. Under no circumstances
should you use (aggressive) household appliances, they are not designed for use on floors.
And last but not least
The most dirt in the entrance is taken in from the outside. A good dirt trap at the entrance is large importance to prevent
‘outside garbage’ from spreading through the house.
For more information contact our office staff. You can reach us on tel. +31 (0)38-3857373 or by e-mail: info@therdex.nl.
For more information, contact James, they can advise you on cleaning and cleaning and maintaining a Therdex floor.
See www.james.eu or call 077-3278000 or by e-mail: info@james.eu.
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